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[1 – 3] 다음을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

 Last year I made friends with Mikel, an exchange 
student from the Basque Country. He invited me to his 
hometown and now I’m on a flight to Bilbao. I’m so ①
excited about my trip and I hope to learn a lot about 
the Basque culture.
 The Basque Country is a region in northern Spain 
and southern France. The natives call their land 
Euskal Herria. Their language, ②that they call 
Euskara, is Europe’s oldest living language. I ③was 
told that every town in the Basque Country in Spain 
has two names, and ④what road signs are in both 
Spanish and Basque. On my way to Mikel's house I 
was able to see the signs on the roads. ❶It seems that 
the Basques ⑤take great pride in their language. 
 Some time after I arrived at Mikel’s house, when we 
were sitting around the dinner table, I noticed that 
everyone had a distinctive bump on their noses. 
Mikel's father explained to me that many Basques have 
a straight nose with a bump on it. This is a 
characteristic we are born with. I found it was really 
⑥interested!

1) ①~⑥중 어법상 어색한 부분은? (3개)

2) 위 글의 내용과 일치하지 않는 것은? (2개)

① Mikel, an exchange student from the Basque 
Country, invited me to his hometown.
② Mikel is an exchange student from southern France, 
which is part of the Basque Country.
③ In the Basque Country, every town has two names, 
one in Spanish and one in Basque.
④ The Basque language, Euskara, is known as 
Europe's oldest living language.
⑤ When visiting Mikel's house, I noticed that many 
Basques, including his family, have a straight nose 
with a bump on it.
⑥ During my visit, I learned that the Basque language 
is a recent development in the region's history.

3) ❶문장을 The Basques로 시작하는, 같은 의미를 갖는 문장
으로 바꾸시오.

The Basques ______________________________________
_________________________________________________.

[4 – 5] 다음을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

 Many travelers go to Bilbao just to see the famous 
Guggenheim Museum, designed by Frank Gehry. It is 
one of the most iconic buildings of modern 
architecture. Unfortunately, when I got to the 
Guggenheim, it was already getting dark. The museum 
closes at 8 p.m. and admission is only until 7:30. I was 
too late, so I couldn't go inside. What a pity! 
I ①should have come earlier. I ②obliged to look at the 
outside of the museum only. 
 Constructed of titanium and glass, the outside of the 
architecture looked ③mysteriously against the sunset. 
The titanium skin appeared to ④flow in the wind, ⑤it 
made the building look like a live fish. The skin 
changed its color, reflecting the glow of the sunset. It 
was simply spectacular! It is said that the best time to 
appreciate its beauty is at sunset. How lucky I was! My 
disappointment suddenly turned into joy. I took great 
photos there and walked around the outside of the 
museum. There were several unusual pieces of art ⑥
installing there. The most prominent ⑦one was the 
9-meter-tall spider sculpture called Maman. The 
spider, who is protecting her precious eggs, was like a 
creature out of a dream. It was getting late, so I 
decided to return the next day. I wanted to see the art 
collections inside the museum, as well as the other 
artworks outside.

4) ①~⑦중 어법상 어색한 부분은? (4개)

5) 윗글의 내용과 일치하지 않는 것은? (2개) 

① I managed to visit the Guggenheim Museum in the 
morning and saw its interior exhibitions.
② The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, designed by 
Frank Gehry, is a famous example of modern 
architecture.
③ The most notable artwork outside the museum was 
a large, metallic sculpture of a fish.
④ The museum closes at 8 p.m., and admission is 
allowed only until 7:30 p.m.
⑤ The titanium skin of the Guggenheim Museum 
changes color during sunset, creating a spectacular 
view.
⑥ Outside the museum, there's a 9-meter-tall spider 
sculpture named Maman.
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[6 – 8] 다음을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

 After breakfast at the hotel, I took a walk in the town 
of San Sebastián. The city is split ❶by a river and 
there are bridges that ①connects each side. As I 
crossed over one of the bridges, I entered the Old 
Town, known ❷as ②their winding streets and pintxo 
restaurants. Pintxos (small finger foods) are very 
popular here and form the backbone of the Basque 
food culture. I dropped ❸into a traditional restaurant 
and found countless plates of pintxos ③laid out on the 
counter. They were made ❹of bread, meat, cheese, 
seafood, and other ingredients. I tried some different 
pintxos and they were absolutely delicious. I then paid 
the bill, ④which was based on the number of 
toothpicks left on my plate. How interesting! Then I 
went to the next restaurant and did the same thing. I 
⑤enjoyed not only eating the tasty pintxos, but also ⑥
hung out with local people. The pintxo culture was 
much more than an eating experience. I can honestly 
say that pintxos are ❺in the blood of the Basque 
people.

6) ①~⑥중 어법상 어색한 부분은? (3개)

7) 윗글의 내용과 일치하지 않는 것은? (2개) 

① San Sebastián is divided by a river with bridges 
connecting the two sides.
② The Old Town in San Sebastián is known for its 
winding streets and numerous pintxo restaurants.
③ Pintxos in San Sebastián are small finger foods 
made of bread, meat, cheese, seafood, and other 
ingredients.
④ The bill in the pintxo restaurants is calculated 
based on the number of toothpicks left on the 
customer's plate.
⑤ After enjoying the pintxos, I was given a menu to 
choose a main course in the restaurant.
⑥ The pintxo restaurants in San Sebastián have a 
fixed price menu for all the pintxos available.

8) ❶ ~ ❺중 어색하게 쓰인 전치사는?

[9 – 11] 다음을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

 Many travelers go to Bilbao just to see the famous 
Guggenheim Museum, ①designed by Frank Gehry. It is 
one of the most iconic buildings of modern 
architecture. Unfortunately, when I got to the 
Guggenheim, it was already getting dark. ②The 
museum is closed at 8 p.m. and admission is only 
until 7:30. I was too late, so I couldn’t go inside. ③
What a pity! ④I must have come earlier. I was obliged 
to look at the outside of the museum only. 
 (A)[Constructing / Constructed] of titanium and glass, 
the outside of the architecture looked mysterious 
against the sunset. The titanium skin appeared to flow 
in the wind, ⑤which made the building look like a live 
fish. The skin changed its color, (B)[reflected / 
reflecting] the glow of the sunset. It was simply 
spectacular! It is said that the best time to appreciate 
its beauty is at sunset. ⑥What lucky I was! My 
disappointment suddenly turned into joy. I took great 
photos there and walked around the outside of the 
museum. ⑦There was several unusual pieces of art 
installed there. The most prominent one was the 
9-meter-tall spider sculpture called Maman. The 
spider, who is protecting her precious eggs, (C)[was / 
were] like a creature out of a dream. It was getting 
late, so I decided to return the next day. I wanted to 
see the art collections inside the museum, as well as 
the other artworks outside.

9) 다음 글의 괄호 (A), (B), (C)에 어법상 알맞은 말로만 바르
게 연결된 것은?

(A)    (B) (C)
① Constructing reflected was
② Constructing reflected were
③ Constructed reflecting was
④ Constructed reflecting were
⑤ Constructed reflected was

10) ①~⑦중 어법상 어색한 부분은? (4개) 

11) 윗글의 주인공의 심경은 어떻게 바뀌는가?

① Excited → Anxious ② Frustrated → Relieved
③ Confused → Satisfied ④ Disappointed → joyful
⑤ Bored → Enthusiastic
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1) 2(which), 4(that), 6(interesting)
2) 2,6
3) The Basques seem to take great pride in their 

language.
4) 2(was obliged to look), 3(mysterious), 5(which), 

6(installed)
5) 1, 3
6) 1(connect), 2(its), 6(hanging)
7) 5, 6
8) 2(for)
9) 3 (A) Constructed, (B) reflecting, (C) was
10) 2(is closed→ closes), 4(must→ should), 6(What→ 

How), 7(was→ were)
11) 4


